Environmental policy
Bure is an investment company that has been listed on the Nasdaq Stockholm stock exchange since 1993. By actively developing a diversified portfolio of professionally managed companies and businesses, we seek to create value and returns for our shareholders. Our business model is based on strong commitment to, and working closely with, our portfolio companies. In this way, we build considerable competence in those sectors where our portfolio companies are active. Our portfolio currently includes a number of businesses with which we have been involved for a considerable amount of time and have supported their successful development.

Scope and purpose
The Environment Policy applies to Bure. Bure’s subsidiaries are responsible for developing environmental policies that reflect their respective operations. In co-ordination with business owners, Bure shall strive for the introduction of relevant environmental policies for respective associated companies.

Bure believes that a strong link exists between well-planned environmental work and long-term value creation. Bure’s goal is to promote sustainable development at all levels of the company. Bure has considerable influence on the companies which it part-owns, and works actively through board representation to ensure that relevant policies are established for respective companies, and that operations are conducted responsibly and ethically.

Bure expects all companies in the group to actively work to reduce environmental impact throughout the value chain, and encourages its stakeholders, for example suppliers and trading partners, to work towards this goal. Bure considers environmental initiatives as a commitment to continually improve working processes and results in the environmental sphere.

Bure Equity AB
Bure Equity is an investment company with holdings in a number of sectors. Operations of the parent company Bure Equity are managed from a single office, which reduces environmental impact. Bure meets all legal obligations in the environmental sphere.

Of greater significance for the environment is Bure’s scope to influence environmental initiatives in existing holdings through active ownership and board work. Through corporate governance, Bure will work to ensure that its subsidiaries and associated companies conduct active environmental work, comply with laws and environmental obligations, as well as ensure that the issue is regularly included on board agendas. Furthermore, Bure includes environmental considerations in its analysis processes when reviewing new investments.
Portfolio companies
Bure strives to ensure that respective portfolio companies have relevant environmental policies in place, observe laws and environmental obligations, and implement processes or activities to actively limit the environmental impact of company operations. Portfolio companies’ environmental work, and other sustainability work, shall be further evaluated on a regular basis, and be included on board agendas.

Bure is responsible for the Environmental Policy and compliance with it. Bure will ensure that immediate measures are taken in the event of infringement of the Environmental Policy, and when necessary that such incidences are reported to relevant authorities. The Environmental Policy should be read together with Bure’s Code of Conduct and Responsible Ownership and Investment Policy.
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